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Offering a fully integrated, systems-based approach to physical geography, the new Third Edition of

Alan and Arthur Strahler's highly successful text incorporates relevant and recent developments in

the field. The text's accurate and comprehensive coverage provides both the breadth and depth

necessary to appreciate how humans are changing, and are changed by, the Earth. This edition has

a new emphasis on global change, remote sensing, and tools in geography as "Interchapter

Features" located after selected chapters. * Accuracy: This text has been praised for its accuracy in

conveying key physical geography concepts to the undergraduate students helping them to

understand key concepts, which are crucial to further study in the discipline * Currency: This title

includes the most up-to-date information available. With the growth of remote sensing, GIS, and

other geographic techniques, currency in textbooks has become increasingly important *

Outstanding art programme: The title includes a photographic and illustration programme that is

second to none. These visuals are extremely important for helping students comprehend the key

scientific concepts in physical geography * Critical thinking: The text provides the tools that students

need to think critically and scientifically
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I bought that book because of my class. I was supposed to buy the American version (this one is

Canadian version) that costs about 150$ or more, but I decided to buy this one... I spent less than

10$ and is exactly the same book as the other one (same year of edition) the only difference is that



the Canadian version has an Appendix to include some specifications from Canada, but the book is

the same....The book is really interesting and well explained! It was fast shipped and cheap!It was

second hand, it has marker on it, but the person who marked it did a good job, and the things that

are marked casually are exactly the things I need for my class!

It was a multidisciplinary and reference book, perfect.

This is more a scholarly text book, probably written on about a C4-level. Not for casual reading.

Very easy to follow book. Just like watching an informational channel like discovery, only reading it

instead. Very vivid pictures. Learning a lot.

It arrived way before scheduled which is great for a procrastinator like me. Now I have my text book

for class. It even looks better than expected.
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